
Despite there being a range of solutions on the market, it’s important to remember that not 
all benefits decision support solutions are created equal. Many fall short and the last thing 

you want is to spend time (and money!) only to end up with an ineffective tool.

The ideal software for your organization must:

Be Accessible Anytime, Anywhere

Provide Full Benefits Education and Guidance

Be Easy to Use

Predict, Not Calculate

Crunch the Numbers

Your employees are likely scattered across different offices, states, or countries. 
Some of them may work remotely full-time. To ensure everyone receives the 
benefits education and support they need, the decision support tool you choose 
must be web-based and accessible from any device that can connect to the 
internet.

The best solutions provide education and guidance on all benefits your 
organization offers, including medical AND supplemental benefits. Your employees 
shouldn’t have to do their own research to understand what a deductible is or why 
they might need Hospital Indemnity Insurance - the right tool will provide all of this 
information right at their fingertips.

A benefits decision support tool is supposed to simplify the benefits selection and 
enrollment process. That means the solution you implement needs to be intuitive, 
user-friendly, and easy to use. The tool must gather information by asking 
straightforward questions that your employees can readily answer. Give the 
software bonus points if it gamifies the enrollment experience and makes it 
engaging for employees.

Many tools on the market force employees to guesstimate how much medical care 
they’ll need in the coming year by asking questions like “How many times do you 
think you will visit the doctor next year?” Successful solutions compare an 
employee’s past usage (which they can easily provide) to a vast database of other 
similar people. The algorithm then generates a risk profile that can accurately 
project how much coverage they’ll need to meet their upcoming medical 
expenses.

The math behind benefits plans is complex. even for people who understand 
precisely how they work. For employees with less information, making accurate 
calculations is a daunting, near-impossible feat. Superior benefit decision support 
tools do the math for employees - and display the results in an easy-to-understand 
format.
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Educate Employees

Help Everyone Save Money

Save Everyone Time

Provide Enrollment Insights

Have a Track Record of Success

Help Employees Make the Right Benefits Choices

Many employees get overwhelmed at benefits enrollment time. Often, they 
don’t understand their options, or which benefits they need. Well-rounded 
benefits decision support solutions don’t just tell employees what they should 
enroll in - it also explains why. The educational approach should be 
conversational and immersive, featuring interactive tools, videos, real-world 
examples, and simple definitions of key terms. 

Insurance is expensive - particularly when employees choose the wrong plans. 
An optimal benefits decision support tool helps both your company and your 
team members save money. When employees are in the right benefits plans, 
your organization will pay less in insurance premiums and payroll taxes, and 
your employees will avoid overpaying for extra coverage that they simply don’t 
need.

Benefits administration is a challenging and time-consuming responsibility for 
your human resources and benefits team. And your employees need guidance 
to choose the appropriate plans for their situations. The best benefits decision 
support tools provide every employee with personalized advice on the team's 
behalf, so you won’t have to worry about missing anyone.

The best tools provide pre- and post-enrollment insights reports so you can 
easily evaluate the success of your enrollment efforts.

Before you commit to a benefits decision support tool, check its track 
record. You need software that’s proven to generate the results you 
want. Ask the company for case studies and whitepapers, research the 
firm’s reputation, and review feedback from current and former 
customers.

The number one thing your benefits decision support tool must do is 
help your employees make the right benefits choices. The software 
should walk team members through the enrollment process step-by-
step. By the end of the process, they should feel good about their 
selections and be ready to use the perks that they’ve earned.



Picwell DX uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
data-driven analytics to educate and guide employees

to the best benefits plans for their needs.

The entire process only takes a 
few minutes and can be done 

anytime, anywhere.

Give your employees what they want and need 
this open enrollment season with Picwell DX.

Learn more at
www.picwell.com

One Solution Checks All 
the Boxes.

#empowerwisechoices


